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One Acquisition Solution for Integrated Services (OASIS)

Your Total Solution Contract Vehicle for Complex 
Professional Services Requirements

OASIS and OASIS for Small Business (SB) were created 
based on the needs of the federal acquisition community. 
The result of a transparent and collaborative effort between 
GSA, industry partners, and customer agencies, the OASIS 
procurement contracts are flexible and efficient. OASIS and 
OASIS SB are your best-value solutions to address even the 
most complex professional services requirements, while saving 
the government time and money.

Streamline Your Procurement of Complex  
Professional Services

The GSA Multiple Award Schedules (MAS) program is the 
most comprehensive acquisition vehicle available to federal 
procurement professionals like you, offering complete, 
state-of-the-industry services and products. At GSA, we’re 
constantly adapting the acquisition solutions we offer to 
accommodate the needs of stakeholders like you. Working 
with a vast spectrum of federal procurement professionals 
every day allows us to see trends quickly, and make sure our 
portfolio of offerings address them.  

This working partnership led to the discovery that professional 
service-related acquisitions required not only the professional 
service as part of the procurement, but ancillary services and 
products as well. In many cases, multiple procurements were 
needed to provide a total solution to these kinds of requirements, 
which led to costly duplication of effort. OASIS and OASIS SB 
compliment the MAS program by providing a way for you to 
procure very complex requirements through a single acquisition. 

Examples of complex professional services requirements include 
requirements that:

•	 Contain	multiple	disciplines;

•	 Contain	significant	IT	components,	but	are	not	IT	
requirements;

•	 Contain	other	direct	costs;	or

•	 Need	to	be	performed	on	a	cost	reimbursement	basis

Get to Know OASIS

In order for you to take full advantage of the OASIS contracts, 
you must take training and receive a Delegation of Procurement 
Authority (DPA) from GSA. GSA is offering you a great 
opportunity for in-person or online training. 

Visit www.gsa.gov/oasis and request your training today.



OASIS Offerings

The OASIS menu of services addresses your every 
professional services need including program management, 
logistics, management consulting, engineering services, 
scientific services, and financial services. Ancillary 
support components such as Information Technology, and 
administrative support are also covered when integral and 
necessary to your overall requirement. You can use OASIS 
for all contract types at the task order level including fixed 
price, cost reimbursement, time and materials, labor-hour, 
and hybrid combinations of contract types on a single order. 
OASIS	is	not	a	Governmentwide	Acquisition	Contract	
(GWAC).	GWACs	are	specific	to	IT	requirements	while	OASIS	
contracts are specific to Professional Services requirements.

OASIS and OASIS SB

The OASIS program represents a family of contract  
vehicles designed to allow maximum flexibility in meeting 
client needs while simultaneously maximizing Small Business 
utilization.  The OASIS family of contracts includes a set 
of unrestricted contracts with a very high small business 
subcontracting goal, and a set of 100% Small Business  
Set-Aside contracts.  If circumstances warrant, OASIS SB  
will even allow for set-asides based upon special 
socioeconomic status. 

OASIS Program Benefits

•	 Offers	a	single	government-wide	acquisition	platform	
to support complex professional services requirements and 
both	Commercial	and	Non-Commercial	Professional	Services;

•	 Maximizes	opportunities	for	Small	Businesses;

•	 Offers	a	limited	number	of	awardees	and	contract	holders;

•	 Offers	on-ramp/off-ramp	procedures	to	ensure	a	flexible,	
vibrant	vendor	pool;

•	 Supports	customers	with	a	robust	web	library	that,	among	
other support features, will have sample documents, 
templates,	and	a	platform	for	sharing	of	best	practices;

•	 Enables	agencies	to	concentrate	on	agency	missions	rather	
than the acquisition itself, minimizing the proliferation of full 
and	open	contracts;

•	 Reduces	the	lead	time	and	administrative	efforts	it	currently	
takes	agencies	to	acquire	complex	professional	services;

•	 Allows	for	all	contract	types	at	the	task-order	level,	including	
cost-reimbursement;

•	 Allows	for	the	full	flexibility	to	add	ancillary	support	(other	
direct	costs)	at	the	task	order	level;

•	 Allows	labor	categories	to	be	added	at	the	task	order	level;

•	 Standardizes	labor	categories	and	qualifications	levels	

OASIS and OASIS SB are two reliable, flexible and efficient 
ways for you to obtain best-value solutions for complex 
professional services. It breaks the barriers in the world of 
acquisition by providing you with a total professional services 
solution across the enterprise.

For more information: 

Visit us at www.gsa.gov/oasis. For answers to questions about 
OASIS	and	OASIS	SB,	call	GSA’s	National	Customer	Service	
Center	at	(800)	488-3111	or	e-mail	us	at	oasis@gsa.gov.
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